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Notes of Survey:

Beginning at point XIV at North Cape corner, the coordinates of which point are 67°47′0″ N. lat. 185°12′0″ W. long from the North west corner the boundary runs by the line mentioned:

1. S 86°45′ E - 500 ft. across road to point X
2. S 86°45′ E - 1500 ft. clay lot # 6, and point of clay banked field
3. S 12°00′ W - 1500 ft. clay middle path to South angle
4. N 86°05′ W - 2600 ft. up bank of bank to point XIII and clay lot # 7
5. N 86°05′ W - 3000 ft. across road to point XV
6. N 87°12′ E - 250 ft. clay road - lot # 12 is foot of bank
7. N 44°00′ E - 270 ft.
10. N 20°00′ E - 175 ft.

Restored from the Cape a distance 50 ft. wide clay lot # 12 and vicinity

Restored corner of 57.36 acres more or less.
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